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Measures of macroeconomic performance: output and prices
Evaluating macroeconomic performance - key indicators
Rising living standards - economic growth
• Tendency of output to increase over time
• It has increased steeply in recent centuries
• Quantity and quality of goods produced
• Economic growth = rise in per-capita output
• Consider income distribution inequality

•

Recession = two quarters of negative gdp growth

Stable business cycle
• Fluctuations in gdp are because of the business cycle
• Stable business cycle means low volatility
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We have a very stable business cycle

Relatively stable price level
• Low but positive rate of inflation is ideal
• Inflation has come under control since the 90's in developed countries
• Japan has gone through deflation
• Deflation is an issue. It means the economy is sluggish
• It has stabilised below 2% in Australia

Sustainable levels of public and national debt
Public debt - borrowing by public sector from private sector
• Influenced by government budget deficits and surpluses
Foreign debt - borrowing by domestic residents from foreign countries
• Influenced by an economy's current account deficits/surpluses
• You be a debtor country or a creditor
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Too much debt is damaging and harms future borrowing.
• Current account deficit - when we spend more than we earn from our exports

Blue line
• Deficit = negative section
• Surplus = positive section
• 0 = budget balance
Red line
• We were a creditor when it was negative
• We are in a good position with 15% of debt/GDP
• Japan = 200% debt/GDP
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When we are a debtor it is a sign of confidence as they wish to bring funds into our
country
Debt = bonds
Equity = shares

Balancing current and future consumption
• How much should I consume today and tomorrow?
• How much should an economy save/invest?
• Savings lead to investment
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Gap between investment and savings needs to come from foreigners

Full employment
• We want full employment

•
•

Unemployment climbs with a recession
It rises quickly but declines slowly

Gross domestic product
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What is GDP?
Informal definition - measure of a country's aggregate output or production
Formal definition - the market value of final goods and services produced in a country during
a given period
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GDP is usually measured per quarter - March, June, September, December
GDP is a flow variable - measured over a period of time
Stock variable - how much we have at that instant of time
GDP excludes goods and services produced overseas but consumed here (imports)
Second hand goods are also excluded
GDP is a measure of aggregate production
We use the market price to get the value of goods/services

What about goods and services with no market price?
• Defence?
• National roads?
We use the costs of providing these goods/services and add them to the GDP
• Services like unpaid housework aren't included. This is household production
What are final goods?
• GDP excludes intermediate goods and services. These are goods used up in the
production process and never make it to market
• We exclude these goods and services between firms so they don’t get double counted
Value added
• The market value of a firm's production less the cost of inputs purchased from other
firms
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